
COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY

BEFORE THE PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION

In the Matter of:

APPLICATION OF HARDIN COUNTY WATER )
DISTRICT NO. 1 TO MODIFY WATER UTILITY ) CASE NO.
TARIFF OF MASTER METERS FOR BILLING ) 2009-00113
MUlTI-UNIT RESIDENTIAL PROPERTIES )

ORDER

Presently before the Commission is Hardin County Water District No. 1's ("Hardin

District" ) application to approve a tariff modification related to the master metering of

mobile home communities ("MHCs"), Finding that it is reasonable, the Commission

approves the proposed tariff,

I. BACKGROUND

In the late 1980s, Hardin District changed its internal treatment of MHCs without

changing the rules and regulations within its tariff. Instead of having each MHC owner,

as a single customer, billed for all water usage within the MHC, Hardin District required

each MHC resident to open an account with the utility. Hardin District required MHC

owners to purchase and install individual meters for each mobile home. After the

residential meters were in place, Hardin District no longer billed the MHC owner based

on the master meter.

Hardin District has since recognized problems with billing individual mobile home

residents. First, due to the transient nature of mobile home residents in Hardin District's

territory, they have an increased rate of non-payment. Second, legal issues arise when

utility personnel are required to go onto private property to check meters and turn



service on and off without an easement on that property. Third, meters are often

located at inaccessible places, such as under the mobile home or within a fenced-in

area. Fourth, the water lines within the MHC were not constructed by the utility and, as

a result, may not meet service standards. Fifth, the utility found cases in which MHC

residents were diverting water from the water lines within the park without that water

being metered.

Both inadequate water infrastructure and "stolen" water have created relatively

high percentages of water loss within the MHCs. During Hardin District's 16-month

reporting period, the monthly water loss for MHC properties averaged between 16.5

percent and 46.7 percent." In addition, the poor infrastructure can create health risks if

contaminants infiltrate the system.

At least ten years ago, Hardin District recognized some of these problems

created by metering individual mobile home customers and contemplated potential

solutions for these problems.'he utility has held meetings with MHC owners to

discuss potential solutions and concerns, it has distributed a survey to gather customer

and MHC owner input, and it has communicated with the Kentucky Manufactured

Housing Institute. As the Commission has previously stated, "jtJhese actions display

Hardin District's dedication to resolving its perceived problem in a well-reasoned and

considerate
fashion."'n

comparison, Hardin District's system-wide water loss in 2009 averaged 12.18percent.

See, e.g., Memorandum from Jim Bruce, General Manager of Hardin District, to David Wilson,
Attorney for Hardin District (Oct. 19, 1998}.

Case No. 2007-00461, Hardin County Water Dist. Mo. 1, at 2 (Ky. PSC Aug. 14, 2008).
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The first product of Hardin District's deliberations was considered by the

Commission in Case No. 2007-00461.'ardin District sought to create a new

classification of service for MHC owners and residents. Under that proposal, MHC

owners would have become customers of the utility. Initially, MHC owners would have

been billed for all water passing through a master meter minus water billed to the

individual sub-metered customers. If certain specified conditions or events occurred,

such as failure of an MHC owner to pay for water charges, Hardin District would have

ceased billing the sub-metered customers and billed all water usage to the MHC owner.

tf the triggering event occurred, it would have effectively terminated the utility/customer

relationship between Hardin District and the MHC residents. In addition, other triggering

events, such as an inaccessible meter, would have permitted the utility to selectively

terminate billing individual residents within the park, The proposed tariff in that case

dictated the procedure required to transition to billing exclusively on the master meter.

ln our final Order in Case No. 2007-00461, the Commission recognized that, by

transferring to a master meter, the utility was effectively transferring responsibility of the

cost of the water loss to the MHC owner. Although we were concerned about the

reasonableness of shifting that responsibility, we found that the master-metering

concept could represent a reasonable solution to the problems of significant line loss

and unsanitary conditions. The Commission weighed heavily the fact that the water

lines were owned by, installed by, and located on the property of the MHC.

Despite finding that the master-metering approach could be a reasonable

solution, the Commission found certain provisions of Hardin District's proposal to be

unreasonable. First, we determined that certain circumstances would create a situation
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whereby neither the utility nor the customer would have responsibility to repair portions

of the service line. Second, we found that the utility could not terminate service at the

master meter if its sub-metered customers that were downstream of the master meter

were paying their bills. Third, there was no opportunity for the sub-metered customers

to protect their rights as customers of a regulated entity if one of the triggering events

occurred. Accordingly, we denied Hardin District's proposed tariff in Case No. 2007-

00461.

In response to the Commission's Order, Hardin District drafted new tariff

provisions that it hoped would pass the reasonableness standard. It filed a new

proposed tariff on March 17, 2009. Hardin District also published notice of the proposal

in a newspaper of general circulation in Hardin District's area and notified the MHC

owners by letter about the proposed tariff. Ten of the MHCs that are served by Hardin

District intervened in this case.

During the processing of this case, Hardin District and the Intervenors

participated in a mediation conference, which resulted in a revised proposed tariff on

which the parties agreed. Under this proposal, Hardin District will continue to bill and

collect payments of MHC residents as long as the individual lot meters are accessible

and free of contaminated water. Owners of MHCs will be required to pay Hardin District

for the amount of water passing through the master meter of the MHC minus the cost of

water billed to the individually metered lots in the MHCs. If individual lot meters are not

accessible or the meter pits are not free of contaminated water, Hardin District wiII notify

the MHC owner. If the problem is not resolved, Hardin District wilt not bitt the individual

customer and will, instead, charge the MHC owner for the amount of water used at that
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lot. In addition, Hardin District will not terminate service for non-payment of the MHC

ownel .

II. ANALYSIS

KRS 278.030(2) permits a utility to "establish reasonable rules governing the

conduct of its business and the conditions under which it shall be required to render

service." ln addition, KRS 278.030(3) permits the utility to "employ in the conduct of its

business suitable and reasonable classifications of its service, patrons and rates." The

burden of demonstrating the reasonableness of a proposed rule or condition of service

is upon the utility. Accordingly, the Commission must determine whether Hardin

District's proposed tariff revision is a reasonable rule under which it shall be required to

render service and whether the revision establishes a suitable and reasonable

classification of service.

In determining the reasonableness of this proposed tariff, we are compelled to

recognize the unique circumstances that led to this proposed tariff. Although Hardin

District has mentioned several problems associated with its service to the MHCs, line

loss is the most significant problem addressed by the proposed tariff. Currently, the

cost of any water that is lost due to deteriorated or poorly constructed lines in MHCs is

being borne by the water district and, in turn, by all of its customers, The proposed tariff

would shift the responsibility of that cost to the MHC owner. Hardin District maintains

that this shift is reasonable because the MHC owners, or their predecessors, installed

and own the water lines.

See Energy Regulatory Commission v. Kentucky Power Co., 605 S.W.2d 46 (Ky. Ct. App.
1980); cf KRS 278.190(3) (placing the burden of proof for an increased rate or charge on the utility).
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ln determining whether this shifting of responsibility is reasonable, the

Commission is cognizant of our regulations concerning service connections. Hardin

District began billing individual MHC residences in the late 1980s, which was a few

years before the Commission regulation regarding responsibility for service connections

was changed to its current form. Prior to June 7, 1992, a utility was required to install

the water line from its distribution system to the curb box or curb stop, and the

customer was required to maintain the service line, which was defined as the portion of

the line downstream from the property line. On June 7, 1992, the regulations changed,

and the utility's responsibility for the service connection was amended to include

(a) Utility's responsibility. In urban areas with well-defined streets the utility shall
furnish and install at its own expense for the purpose of connecting its distribution system
to the customer's premises that portion of the service line from its main to and including
the curb box, if curb box is used, otherwise to the curb stop. The curb stop may be
installed at a convenient place between the property line and the curb. All services shall
include a curb stop.

(b) Customer's Responsibility. The customer shall furnish and lay the necessary
pipe to make the connection from the curb stop to the place of consumption and shall
keep the service line in good repair and in accordance with such reasonable
requirements of the utility as may be incorporated in its rules and regulations.

807 KAR 5:066, Section 13 (effective Jan. 14, l982 and repealed June 7, 1992). The substance of this
provision was first enacted in 1959. PSC-W, Rule Xlll(1) (effective Nov. 28, 1959).

"'Service'ine means the fine from the property line to the place of consumption." 807 KAR
5:066, Section 12(4) (effective Jan. 14, 1982 and superseded June?, 1992).
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the service connection up to and including the meter and the meter box. The

regulation established the customer's responsibility as commencing at the "point of

service," which it defined as "the outlet of the customer's water meter."

To hold Hardin District responsible for the maintenance and ownership of the

portion of the service connection from the property line of the MHCs to the meters

requires retroactive application of the present version of Section 12 of 807 KAR 5:066 to

the service connections in question. The Commission has previously determined that

application of the present version of regulations related to responsibility for service

connections should not be given retroactive effect." Thus, Hardin District should not be

responsible for maintaining those lines that are owned by and were installed on the

property of the MHC owners prior to June?, 1992.

(1) Ownership of service.

(a) Utility's responsibility. The utility shall furnish and install at its own expense
for the purpose of connecting its distribution system to the customer's premises that
portion of the service connection from its main to and including the meter and meter box.
The utility may recoup this expense from the customer in accordance with KRS
278.0152.

(b) In areas where the distribution system follows well-defined streets and roads,
the customer's point of service shall be located at that point on or near the street right-of-
way or property line most accessible to the utility from its distribution system. In areas
where the distribution system does not follow streets and roads, the point of service shall
be located as near the customer's property line as practicable. Prior to installation of the
meter the utility shall consult with the customer as to the most practical location.

(2) Customer's responsibility. The customer shall furnish and lay the necessary
pipe to make the connection from the point of service to the piece of consumption and
shall keep the service line in good repair and in accordance with such reasonable
requirements of the utility as may be incorporated in its rules and administrative
regulations.

807 KAR 5:066, Section 12.

'07 KAR 5:066, Section 1(5).

Case No. 2005-00148, Northern Kentucky Water District (Ky. PSC July 18, 2008).
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The proposed tariff will establish rules that clearly delineate the responsibility of

maintenance for the water lines on the MHC property. It will provide incentive for the

MHC owner to repair and maintain deteriorating water lines. Under the current tariff, the

MHC owner has no economic incentive to repair water lines because the owner is not

paying for the cost of water that is lost on his property. Under the proposed tariff, the

MHC owner will be charged for the cost of that water and will, thus, be more likely to

repair those water lines.

The proposed tariff does not raise the same concerns that were raised by Wardin

District's previously proposed tariff in Case No, 2007-00461. As discussed above, the

proposed tariff clearly delineates who is responsible for repairing the lines on the MHC

property, so there are no longer certain circumstances that would create a situation

whereby neither the utility nor the sub-metered customer would have responsibility to

repair portions of the service line. In addition, the utility will not terminate service at the

master meter, nor will there be any triggering events that will force the sub-metered

customers to be customers no longer of a regulated utility.

The Commission finds that, based on the unique circumstances, Hardin

District's proposed tariff is reasonable. Under normal conditions, the Commission would

not generally support a similar dual-metered service. Our current regulations related to

service connections prevent the occurrence of similar situations in the future.

Nevertheless, Hardin District's proposed tariff is a reasonable and appropriate solution

to this complex situation.

Nothing in this Order should be construed as prohibiting an MHC owner and its

sub-metered customers from collectively agreeing to be billed on the master meter only.
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a find si nificant savings in being billed onlyIn fact, the MHC owners and residents may in signi

15 000 allons would beon a master meter because eth volumetric usage rate above, g

d.11b-metered accounts would be eliminate .reduced and the customer charges for the su -me ere

sion is a reasonable rule underFinding that Hardin District's proposed tariff revision is

and that the revision establishes a suitablewhich it shall be required to render service and a e

IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED that:and reasonable classification of service,

is a roved for service rendered on andHardin District's proposed tariff is approv

after the date of this Order

sa e will be billed, Hardin2. Prior to establishing an account for which usage

n MHC master meter that has not beeen tested forDistrict shall test for accuracy any

R 5:066, Section 16.accuracy in accordance wi e'th the schedule provided in 807 KAR

By the Commission

Eil I'ERED

CT -'>IO

the master mete g y

mmission in Case No. 2005-ct shall not construe ethe deviation granted by the Comm'

f K . PSC Oct. 14, 2005, o app00225, Hardin County Water District No. ( y.
regardless of the size of the meter.

AT E

E t ~Decor

sidences that each use, gad 3 000 allons per month and was
II f thl

'
b'll f hserved by a 2-inch master m eter that reflected 235,000 gallons o mon y

ould be $801.66. Under the proposed tariff, eachen ire usage
b b'll d fo $18546 Th to I o tothe master meter would be i e orcus ome

b $ 1 37366 58 t'oosed tariff would ethe MHC owner and residences under the prop
r billin onl .
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Honorable Robert C Moore
Attorney At Law

Hazelrigg 8 Cox, LLP
415 West Main Street
P.O. Box 676
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Brett Pyles
Manager
Hardin County Water District ¹1
1400 Rogersville Road
Radcliff, KY 40159-0489

Honorable David T Wilson II

Attorney at Law

Skeeters, Bennett, Wilson & Pike
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